Water + Colour + Self-Care
Watercolour Exercises for
Lockdown
by Emma Burleigh

Mindful Brush-Marks
It’s time to paint. Begin by choosing three colours to work with. If you’re
using tubes, squeeze a garden pea sized blob of each colour out and mix
them very thoroughly with water, dissolving any sticky lumps. If you have
pans, agitate the surface of the colour vigorously with a very wet brush until
you have a pool of wet paint on the surface. Making sure you have all your
colours ready in front of you means you can flow more freely with your
intuition once you begin. When you’re ready, choose a brush, load it up with
colour, and make your first stroke on paper. Anywhere will do! Now make
another one. And another. Take your time. Notice whether you are making
a long or a short stroke. Notice which colours please your eyes. Notice the
sensual feel of the brush as it slides across the paper. Could you vary your
brushstrokes? How does it feel to wiggle your brush as you apply paint to paper? How does it feel to hold the brush at a different angle? Try holding your
brush right from the top, and now try holding it with your other hand.
Pay particular attention to the fluidity of your paint. Can you make a
smooth, flowing brushstroke? Can you make a dry, parched brushstroke?
What effects can you create through varying how much water you mix into
the paint? If your painting is very fluid but also very pale in colour, it could
be that your brush is saturated with a lot of water before you soak up paint,
meaning it can’t absorb much pigment: Try taking the excess water off your
brush by blotting it on a piece of kitchen roll or cloth. If your painting is
rather dry or sticky, try the opposite: let your brush soak up plenty of water
before introducing it to the paint.
What quality of mark can you make when you vary the pressure? How about
when you paint only with the very tip of the brush, like a ballerina on his
toes. How about when you drag the brush head across on it’s side in a wide
swish like a floor mop? Be curious, noticing the various textures and shapes
as they appear on the paper. Be aware of your responses. Does one brush
mark please you, does another strike you as unpleasant? Perhaps there are
others that seem simply neutral, or unremarkable… Let all the marks on
paper simply happen without judgement: there are no good or bad ways to
paint here!

Lockdown Rainbow
Relaxation!
I’ve noticed a lot of rainbows in windows while out on my
daily walk. Maybe you have too. Mostly they seem to have been
painted by children. This exercise could be done with kids if
you have some around, or you could do it with the big kid
inside yourself!
To begin with, let’s get familiar with the order of the colours
of the rainbow. Way back in primary school I learned the old
mnemonic: Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain. So, the order
is Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, Violet. Each hue
blends beautifully into the next one and this is where watercolour really shines as it loves to merge and flow and break the
boundaries.
1)
You could begin by painting a fairly tidy rainbow with
clear edges between colours. To do so you’ll need to let each
colour dry before painting the following one.
2)
Next, experiment with letting each colour slightly
overlap with the next one while they’re still wet, allowing some
lovely soft blends to occur.

3)
Thirdly, try some ‘mindful miniatures’: take a sequence of three colours from any
part of the rainbow. Paint a rectangle of clean water onto your page. That’s right: paint
clean water with no paint mixed in! Now, while the page is still damp, introduce the three
colours you’ve selected. Watch how they flow and mingle with each other on the wet surface. Avoid lots of brushing; just stroke the colours in, then let them be and watch them
spread. You can pick your paper up and hold it upright to encourage the paints to flow in
different directions. Enjoy the beautiful and unexpected shapes and patterns that arise!

Mindfulness of
Sound Painting
In the first exercise, you paid attention to the
experience of making marks on paper – you
were mindful of the very act of painting itself,
the feel of it, the colours, the sensation of
liquid paint sinking into a receptive ground.
It’s likely you were aware of touching and
seeing, but perhaps you were less aware of any
sounds going on around you.
So, we will now try turning our attention to
the experience of hearing. Close your eyes and
breathe. Begin to listen to the sounds in your
environment right now. Try to remain open
and receptive, like a blank sheet of paper, and
let the sounds come to you. As I write this,
I can hear the distant rush of the motorway,
the roar of a car accelerating, the whirr of
my computer fan, the sound of my own
breath entering my body, my partner’s voice
downstairs, the thump of a car stereo, and
some distant birdsong.
Let all the sounds come and go.
Open your eyes, but stay tuned to the sense of hearing. Pick up your
brush and start to respond to some of the sounds you hear, as they
arise, in real time. You can focus on one sound at a time, and when it
disappears, wait for a new sound to arise. Try to respond from your gut
instinct – don’t ‘overthink’ it. Let your responses take abstract forms
by painting colours, marks, lines and shapes rather than depicting the
likeness of a car or a bird or whatever you assume you’re hearing!

Questions for reflection:
How easy was it to focus on sounds? Did you attention wander and if so where did it go?
How do you feel now: has the exercise impacted your state of mind in any way? (Sometimes
people report feeling more relaxed and spacious, sometimes not.) Is it possible to distinguish
the act of receiving sound (through your hearing) from the sounds themselves? Are you
separate from the sounds? Can you be sure? Were you able to ‘translate’ the sound into a
visual form… how did you do it…where in your body did you feel the images and colors
come from?
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